
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of fitness
instructor. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for fitness instructor

Develop and maintain professionally safe and effective fitness procedures,
programs and activities in the fitness center and ensure proper fitness
practice at all times
Co-ordinate the aerobics / exercise program and studio usage and continually
seek ways of introducing new ideas to maximize revenues
Supervise the cleaning and maintenance of the fitness center ensuring clear
standards are always met and equipment is always in good working order
Aware of the rules and regulations of the gym and how to deal with guest
applications on memberships and their process
You must be fluent in the English and knowledge of Arabic language will be
an added advantage
Five star hotel experience of at least 2 years in a high volume, high energy
environment, preferably in Middle East is required
Organize and instructs exercise classes for all fitness levels
Present educational lectures/programs throughout the community
Oversee and ensure appropriate use and maintenance of Fitness Center
equipment
Adhere to the Spa Policy & Standard Operating Procedures manual

Qualifications for fitness instructor

Must be able to stand for a minimum of 4 hours or longer If position has
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Current nationally recognized fitness/exercise certification
Ability to work one-to-one basis, and group class environment
Pleasant personality and ability to interact in a positive manner with both
guests and staff members
Possess excellent customer service skills in order to provide the highest
quality environment and instruction that will meet the needs of our guests in
the area of health and exercise
Additional language skills is a plus


